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UR leading article this month, on "Curve
Re-running," will be of value chiefly to
students in the Civil Engineering course, to be
kept as an article for reference. The method of
work outlined has been used by the Vandalia
Railroad in the re-running of curves on the St.
Louis Division in connection with the placing of
longer spirals, and it is by the courtesy of the
engineering department of this company that we
are enabled to present the article to our readers.
action of the Students' Council in devising a plan for the minimizing of dishonest
work in examinations is not an indication that
cribbing is on the increase, but simply that it is
not on the decrease. It is to be hoped that the
plan adopted will do away with what crookedness
there still is amongst us,

'HE

No. 5

HE men of the basketball team are just now
the deservedly popular idols of the school.
The record of their accomplishments which appears in the athletic department of this issue is
one of which they may well be proud. Their
team work is smooth and individually they are
stellar to an txtent that makes a course in astronomy at the Poly quite unnecessary. In fact,
the editorial garden does not grow flowers fast
enough to furnish bouquets to throw at them.
May their laurels never wither.

T

ANAGER MINER has introduced a pleasing innovation .at basket-ball games, in
seeing that as far as possible the spectators are
provided with seats. As long as we play games
in the Y. M. C. A. gym and its accommodations
for onlookers are unchanged, it is probable that
the toe-treading, gauntlet-running method of
reaching a seat at the far end of the room-when
the near-by unes are filled, will continue, and we
hope that possible future basket-ball managers
will paste memoranda in their hats to remind
them that attention given to the comfort of the
patrons of the game will result in a favorable impression of our athletic management, and perhaps increased gate receipts.

M

OW that the Rooters' Club has been revived,
the abundant enthusiasm which is always
shown at the athletic events should center around
the yell-master's megaphone and show itself in
an organized way. The yell-master is supposed
to be able to recognize the particular moments
when shouting will be beneficial to our interests,

N
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and if yells are given in a volley, as it were, at cedent indicates that any semblance of meaning,
his command, he will take care that there are which some day may not accord with the ideas
enough of them to satisfy everybody.
of future yellers, should be left out, and yet a
There are some who may think that noisiness mere collection of vowels and consonants such as
at a game is ungentlemanly and undignified, but any barbarian might assemble, does not display
that question was settled for us when we elected our education as we would wish. For us, cirofficers for the Rooters' Club and decided in gen- cumstances have provided a happy channel beeral assembly that we wanted rooting. Those tween this Scylla and Charybdis; there are to be
who are foot-loose on the campus and on whose found in our various text-books a number of exvoices there are no other claims, can show their pressions, which it is safe to say convey a very
appreciation of the work of athletic men by help- slight meaning, if any, and from them a yell
ing in applauding or encouraging at the proper might be made, which, while fairly bristling with
times
learning, would be quite innocent of thought.
New yells are desired. Impromptu couplets The following are specimens taken at random:
may be reported to Yell-master Sievers for use by "m v—square over R," "E I cosine 0," "radius
the crowd instead among the four or five among of gyration," "inverse operative symbol ;" the
whom they originate. Budding genins will be en- total number is almost unlimited. By putting a
couraged, so don't be bashful about your ideas, choice assortment of these expressions into a
but let them be known where they will do the grab-box, and drawing as necessary, something
most good.
like this is easily pieced up :
N S over 10 to the eighth.
N response to our worthy yell-master's call for
Square root of mean square, 27rr
new yells, after the examinations were over
One-half m v-square, hoo-rah !
we set our remaining wits to work to evolve
d s over d t, hoo-rah !
some, and the result is given below. A conside to the integral P d x
eration of existing yells leads to the conclusion
H times one plus four 7r k
that, like college songs, college yells were never
Moment of inertia, rah ! rah ! rah !
intended as a vehicle for the conveyance of ideas;
Rose Poly ! Rose Poly ! rah ! rah ! rah !
in fact, the less meaning they contain the more
Each class could in this way, without trouble,
popular and eventually classic, they become. get up some yells peculiarly its own ; there
Among the yells, witness our own "Ipicity" might be a yell for the electricals, one for the
and "Oskeewow-wow," and as for songs, there civils, and so on ; the chemists are particularly
are the standard "Upidee," "Shool," and well provided with material. All that the com"Yale Boola," which are nothing more than an piler needs to do is to stick to an iambic or troexcuse to work off exuberant spirits.
chaic foot, and we may soon have yells to throw
Thus, to produce a yell which shall last, pre- at the dogs.

I

14V-31Cr
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CURVE RE-RUNNING BY THE TRAVERSE METHOD.
By W. R. HILLARY,
Eng. M. of W. Ene & Ashtabula Div., P. R. R.

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of these notes on
curve re-running is to exploit the "traverse"
*method. The problems given were met in actual practice, and the most satisfactory curve to
fit the conditions was calculated as shown herein.
2. WHEN A TRAVERSE SHOULD BE MADE.—
a. When the curve is long.
b. When the intersection of tangents is wholly
inaccessible or difficult to obtain through local
conditions.
c. Where there are bridges or other structures on the curve which should not be moved.
d. In the winter .time, when "cut and try''
ventures, or field calculations should be reduced
to a minimum, or where close work is desired.
Cold weather hardens an engineer's conscience
in checking up his work.
e. Where bad weather is prevalent, and the
time can be profitably used by office calculations.
f. Where an investigation as to the practicability of substituting simple curves for compound,
ascertaining the amount of track lining necessary without staking.
3. DESCRIPTION OF A TRAVERSE.
A traverse is a survey for determining the coordinates of several points, usually taken on the
center line of an existing track or system of
tracks.
The origin of co-ordinates is usually a point on
one tangent near the P.C. of curve, the axes being

this same tangent and a line at right angles
thereto and passing through the origin.
"Departures" are measured along the tangent.
"Latitudes" are measured along the other, or
Y axis.
4. METHOD OF MAKING A TRAVERSE.
A point is taken on one tangent (say the east
one) in center of track, care being taken that this
point is actually on the tangent or the tangent
produced. See Fig. I.
Intermediate points are selected between this
first point, (the origin of co-ordinates above referred to) and a point similarly selected on the
west tangent. The selection of these points is
usually the result of local conditions, e. g., on
bridges, road crossings, etc.
They should not be taken so far apart as to
make chaining between them difficult or inaccurate.
The angles are read between the chords meeting at each traverse point, by the method of repetition. (Five repetitions are as a rule sufficient.)
The chords are measured. The sum of these
angles will be the central angle of the curve, and
should this result obtained be in seconds, a slight
adjustment distributed among the various angles
should be made to make the central angle a full
minute, or a half minute.
5. A CONVENIENT FORM FOR TABULATION
FOLLOWS.

ACTUAL CASE.
SIMPLE CURVE AT RENNER ON LOGANSPORT DIVISION.
TABULATED RECORD OF TRAVERSE
Inst. at

A
B
C
D

E
F
G
H

B. S.

F. S.

Tang. B
A
C
B
D
C
E
F
D
E
G
F
H
G Tang.

*Note: This

A

Angle

1°-05'-35"
3°-27'-25"
4°-08'-05"
4°-02'-25"
4°-18-40°
4°-10'-55"
3°-22'-00"
1°-00'-30"

Angle

Chord

REMARKS

290.34'
1°-05'-35"
-33'-00"
407.08' Sta. Platform 4.5' South.
418.18' Max. Allow. Throw=2.0'(cattle pens.)
8°-41'-05"
420.03'
12°-43'-30"
420.50'
17°-02'-10"
21°-13'-05"
420.00'
24°-35'-05"
269.87'
25°-35'-35" _= A *

should have been adjusted to 25°-3.5f--30u,
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Column 4 contains the angles measured by
repetition at the various traverse points,
Column 5 contains the angle which each re-

spective chord makes with the east tangent, found
by summing up all angles up to the east end of the
chord inclusive.

CO5e
Figure I.—Cnrve af Renner.
Note: For clearness, all the traverse points are not shown
in Fig. I.

6. CALCULATIONS OF LATITUDES AND DEPARTURES OF TRAVERSE POINTS.
Departures (Sin)

Chord and / Angle

8.280493
2.462907

1°-05'-35"
290.34'

2.462828=290.29'=Ab

0.743400= 5.54/=Bb
8.899432
2 609680

Latitudes (Cos)

9.999921
2.462907

4°-33'-00"
407.08'

1.509112=32.29'=Cc'
Similarly,
63.14'=Dd'
92.52'
,
Ee'
123.20'=Ff'
152.00'=Gg'
112.28'=Hh'

9.998629
2.609680
2.608309=405.80'=Bc'
413.38'=Cd'
409.71'=De'
402.05'=Ef
391.53'=Fg'
245.41'=Gh.
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7. The co-ordinates of the various traverse
points with reference to A and the east tangent
obviously are as follows:
CO-ORDINATES OF TRAVERSE POINTS.
Departures

Sin)

Point

Latitudes (---/ Cos)

5.54

290.29

32.29

405.80

37.83

C

63.14
100.97

413.38
D

E

F

G

2312.76 •
245.41

112.28
580.97=1 Sinh

1921 23
;;91.53

152.00
468.69

1519.18
402.05

123.20
816.69

1109.47
409.71

92.52
193.49

696.09

H

2558.17=1 Cosh

instrument, measuring the corresponding chords;
the instrument in this event being set up at the
farthest point in advance, and not at the intermediate points, backsight being taken on the last
instrument point.
10. From the records, the degree of curve
which apparently will fit the traverse points best,
and cause the least amount of throw, is selected.
The best curve, of course, is the one which will
average the throws.
11. If the degree of curve is selected to the
nearest minute, this last requirement will often
be impossible of attainment, especially in long
flat curves. As a rule, it is good practice to follow this procedure for facility in staking, and the
additional cost of throwing track is small.
12. If nothing exists whereby a close approximation of the degree may be made, follow method
shown in Art. 20.
13. Returning to Lhe case at hand. Tins was
known to have been originally a 10 00' curve.
So that was assumed.
Let A = central angle, T =tangent distance,
D = degree of curve, R = radius,
external
distance.

g=

Note. The above symbols will be used throughout.

8. Distance of P.I. from end traverse points:
See Fig. I.
From triangle EeV
1 sin,
sin,
also AV- cos,EV =
tan A
sin A
Applying to the case at hand:
sinh 1344.91 and AV=1 cosh-1 sinh
EV tan
sin
=1345.21.
9. Up to this point the traverse for all curves
is substantially the same. In some cases it is
convenient and sufficient to read the angles to
two or more traverse points in advance of the

T=R tan 54A

A=25°-35'-35"

log R=3.758128
log tan b.=-9.156281

T=1301.40'
AV=1345.21'

log T=3.114409

43.81.=Distance from A to P.C. measured westwardly.
Similarly: T=1301.40'
HV=1344.91'
43.51'=Distance from H to P.
T. measured eastwardly.
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Similarly:
Throw at C = 0.53' out.
" D = 1.03' "
" E =0.23' "
" F =0.40' "
" G = 0.24' "
16. It will be observed that all the throw is
in one direction. It would be found, however,
that were a 00-59 curve used, the throw in would
be even more than the above amounts, and it is
in addition better to throw all out than all in, due
to rails becoming tight when thrown toward the
centre of curve.
17. CALCULATION OF AUXILIARY PARTIAL
LENGTHS OF CURVES.
It is possible to calculate the length of curve
from P.C. to any traverse point, by utilizing the
central angle between a radius at the P.C. and a
radial line through the traverse point in question,
which angle is obtained in above calculations for
the throws, e. g., length of curve from P.C. to
Traverse Point B.

Figure II.

14. To CALCULATE THROWS. (Track lin _
ing.)
General Case: See Fig. II.
a
cospd
—
tan 4= =
Ab=2°-27'-56" Similarly, Le= 653.75' L1=1072.08'
bR
sitp
D =1°-00'-00"
' 14=1912.86'
Le=1492.22
a
Ab
c= .
=246.56' Lg=2332.94' L(total) =2559.31.'
.'.Lb—
sin Ap
D
.•. Throw=R—c
18. The above partial central angles and
If R > c, throw will be out.
lengths are very useful in checking the traverse
If R < c, throw will be in.
and the work of staking. One does not wait until
Note: "P" is any traverse point on centre of existing track.
the P.T. is reached to check; he has intermediate
15. Again applying to the case at hand.
points where he can do this. When a section
To find throw at "B."
man is used as rear chainman, the value of this
cosb= 290.29
log a= 2.391782 check is obvious to the initiated.
d= 43.81
log b =3.757708
19. When staking, the instrument should be
.•. a= '246.48
and R = 5729.65
5.54
sinb =

log tan Ab =8.634074
or

.•. b = 5724.11

log a = 2.391782
log sin Ab -= 8.633658

.•. c = 5729.59
R = 5729.65
.•. Throw= 0.06' out.

log c = 3.758124

set up at points located by measuring radially the
calculated throws from each respective traverse
point: toward or away from the centre as the calculations indicate, and not at turning points set
by the instrument, as is usually the case.
20. GivEN: The co-ordinates of a point and
A, to find R of curve passing through the point,
and tangent to the two track tangents.
Method No. 1—By Analytics.

THE ROSE TECHNIC.
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Eea
C

Figure III.

Let D be the given point.
The centre of the required curve will be on a
parabola whose directrix is the east tangent and
with D at the focus. Also it will be on a line OV,
bisecting the angle at V=180°Hence it will be at the intersection of this
parabola and the bisecting line, and the solution
is simply a matter of quadratics.
Take any point P, (Fig. III) on the parabola,
and draw DP, also Dd' parallel to the east tangent and Pp at right angles thereto.
In triangle DPd
(l)d')2+(Pd')2=(PD)2 or x2+(y-b)2=y2
x2-2 by+b2=0.
.•.x=i 2 by-b2
(equation of parabola.) (1)
Also x-a=
(eq't'n of bisecting line)
tan (90u-i-A)
.•. x=
+a
Y
tan 90°--iA)
Equating (1) and (2)
Y
1/2 by-b2=
tan (90°--1,1)

(2)

a

Expanding,
y2
2 ay
2 by-b2=
+ a2
tan2(90044) tan (900-fA)
For convenience let 9004A =
2 ay
Then 2 by-b2=
+ a2
+
tan2 a tan a
Clearing of fractions,
2 by tan2 a-b2 tan2a=y2+2 ay tan al- a2 tan2 a
or y2+2 tan a (a-b tan a)y= —(a2+b2)tan.
'
a
Completing the square,
y2+( )+tan2 a (a-b tan a)2= —(a2+b2)tan2 a
+tan2 a (a-b tan a )2
y +tan a(a-b tan a)=
± I -(a2--b2)tan 2a+a2 tan'a-2 ab tan'a+b2 tan 4a
Transposing and collecting terms,
tan al b(b tan2 a-2 a tan a —b)
—tan a (a-b tan a)
R=y=
-tan a{(a-b tan a)T-Ib(b tan2a-2a tan a-b) (3)
y2

In the above,
latituded-AV and b=-- departure('
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21. SECOND METHOD. See Searles-Art.
144.
Ex.-2nd Curve East of Gas City, Ind., Logansport Division.
A=310-16-30" .•• a =90°--i-A=74°-21'-45"
It was desired to pass a curve through traverse
point D.
1 latituded=1610.66': departured=223.39'
a=63.36 b= dep.d=223.39 tan a=3.57257
Substituting values in equation (3)
R=-3.57357 (63.36-223.39X 3.57257)T(2X 63.362)+223.392-(2X 63.36 X 223 39 1
X 3.57257)+(223.392X 3.572572)
=-3.57257 (-734.72T-770.63)
.•.R=5377.96 or D=(say) 1°04'
22. To CALCULATE A CURVE THROUGH Two
POINTS AND TANGENT TO A LINE.
Given: The co-ordinates of the points, A,
etc., as obtained from the traverse.
This is an adaption of Art. 144 -Searles.
An actual case will be taken.

23. AV=1043.47' JV=1687.32'
First: To calculate a curve through C and D,
and tangent to west tangent. Referring to
Searles, Figure No. 31, reproduced below:
Note. This curve is in reality concave to the
south.
In our case C corresponds to P, and D to P.'
PL=1 sinc, AL=. cosc
KGV=1 angled
PP'=chord CD.
log PL=1.965907
PL
GP=.
log sin angled=9.486762
sin angled
log GP=2.479145
.•. GP=301.40'
PP'=321.16'
PK=622.56'
P'K=301.40
GK=923 96
GH
GK
=
GV=
cos
I
angled
angled
cos
GV=485.38

MARION, INDIANA, LOGANSPORT DIVISION.
TRAVERSE.
Inst. at B. S.

F. S.

Angle

2°-27'-25"
A Tang B
7°-36'-40"
C
A
B
7°-47'-40"
D
B
C
6°-49'-05"
E
C
D
5°-57'-10"
F
E •D
7°-31'-20"
G
D
E
2°-27'-15"
H
E
G
0°-21'-40"
I
G
H
0°-27'-30"
G
H
J
H Tang 0°-28'-55"
J

/Angle

Chord

REMARKS

402.31' Note: A is on West Tangent.
2°-27'-25"
430.15'
10°-04'-05"
321.16' Centre of Br. 428
17°-51'-45"
" 427
368.28'
24°-40'-50"
229.33' Street Crossing.
30°-38'-00"
448.30'
32°42'40"
262.60' Street Crossing.
340-39'-25"
35°-01'-05"
225.47' Centre of Station Platform.
35°-06'-55"
433.19' "I"=Street Car Crossing.
35°-35'-50"= A

CO-ORDINATES.
Latitudes(=1 cos)
Departures=(I sin)
B= 17.25' G=583.65' B= 401.94' G=1845.12'
C= 92.45' H=732.98' C= 825.47' H=2061.13'
D=190.96' I =862.36' D=1131.15' I =2245.78'
E=344.74' J =982.16' E=1465.79' j=2415.48'
F=1663.46'
F=416.02'
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tangent are the focus and directrix respectively
of one, and 01 and the line aa at a distance of RI
from the east tangent are the focus and directrix
respectively of the other.
Take the origin of co-ordinates at I and let the
X axis be the east tangent.
Note:-With this assumption, it follows that
the co-ordinates of the traverse point I, as found
above must be referred to J and the east tangent,
instead of to A and the west tangent, as given in
the traverse table.

Ti-a verse po/h7
.
-.

Figure IV.

GA-i/GP X PK
GA=433.18
GV=485.38
T= 918.56

log GP=2.479145
log PK=2.794181
2)5.273326
log GA=2.636663

24. This tangent distance is not the tangent
of the curve as a whole, but merely an auxiliary
one, for the determining of the radius of a curve
of indefinite length passing through C and D.and
is discarded after determining this R, as follows:
'T
tan angled
.•.R1=2850.29
or D=2°-00'-38"

log tan

log T=2.963107
angled=9.508218
log R1=3.454889

25. Second: To pass a curve through I, tangent to the first branch (above calculated) and
tangent to the east tangent.
Referring to Fig. V. The centre 02 of the
second branch will be found at the intersection
of the two parabolas, of which I and the east

The general equation of a parabola in the above
position is
x2=2 PIY
in which p1=-- sini (referred to east tangent).
To find pi
pi=JI sin angle,
log JI=2.317457
1 angle1=0°-22'-25" log sin 1 anglei=7.814294
log p1=0.131751
and JI=207.71'
.•. pi=1.3544'
.•. x2=2.7088y
(1)
In the upper parabola
xi=x2+a; y1=y2d-R1 and p2=01 l'-Ri
To find a and p2: in triangle ONK,tan
where KV=AV-105.42=938:6'
0=71°-47'-00"
log R1=3.454889
A=-35°-35'-50"
log KV=2.972226
0+A=107°-22'-50"
log tan 0=10.482663
.*. 01VM=180°-( + A)=72°-37'-10"
Ri
OIV= .
sin 0
.•. OIV=3000.68
011'=-01V sin °NM
011'=2863.68
Ri =2850.29
.•. p2 = 13.39

log R1=3.454889
log sin 0 =9.977669
log 0IV=3.477220
log 01V=3.477220
log sin 01VM=9.979704
log 01 l'=3.456924
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Figure V.

Expanding second equation
x2-1166.50x1+340180.5625=26.78 yi.•. VT=896.36'
76330.7662
(3)
or x12-1166.50xi =26.78 yi-416511.3287
log J 1=2 317457
(2)
(3)
in
from
xi
of
value
Substituting the
JI'=JI cos angle, log cos angle, -9.999991 we have
log Jr=2.317448 2.7088 y1-1924.7250 Vy1=2678 yi-416511.3287
.•. J1'=-- 207.71
24.071 yi-416511.3287=--- 1924.7250 V1
J V =1687.32
-79.96 1/371
Vr=1479.61
Squaring: y12-34606.62 Y'+ 2994O'4536.9561
VT= 896.36
==6393.60yi
a= 583.25
0-41000.22 yi=-299404536.9561
.•.xi =-- x2+583.25 and yi= y2-f 2850.29 (co- Completing the square and solving for yi
y1-R2-31493.29
ordinates of the upper parabola referred to the
D2= (say) 0°-11'
or
parabola.)
the
lower
same origin as those of
p2=13.39,
26. As before mentioned, it is preferable to
a degree of curve without seconds. So
select
Therefore we have the equations
that a 2°-00' curve will be assumed for the first
xi2=2.7088yi
(xi-583.25)2-2X 13.39x(yi-2850.29)- (2) branch and calculated to pass through traverse
point D. This will make a slight throw at C.
26.78 371-76330.7662
VT=01 V cos 01VM

log 01V=3.477220
log cos O1VM=9.475260
log VT=2.952480
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R,

2

11/e.st

2
- CO3
Figure VI.

Figure VII.
Note: A is a traverse point.

To find throw at p,
PD'=-1/R12-(Ri-1 sind)2--- V sind (2 R1-I sind)
pp" Ap'-AK+KP___
R for 2°00'=2864.93
--2F,_-_
an Ap=0
02N-Pp"-PN
2R
=5729.86
cos -d+(R2-R1)sin Ai
sind
= 190.96
(1)
R2-- Si np (R2
-RI) vers A1
sind =5538.90
a
then 02p =c-= .
(2)
log(2R-1 sind)---3.743423
smAp
log sind
=2.280942
throw=R2-c
(3)
2)6.024365
EXAMPLE: To find throw at I-Present Case.
log PD'=-3.012182
R2=31252.30'
R1=-2864.93
.*. PD'=1028.45
R2-R1=28387.4(nearly) log(R2-R1)=4.453125
log sin Ai=9.746599
cosd = 1131.15
log
(R2
-R1)
sin A1=4.199724
102.70'=distance of P.C. east of A.
sin
(R1-R2)
==l5838.87
d= 102.70
27. Referring now to Searles, Section 165.
15736.17
In our case Ri=2864.93; R2=31252.30:
cosi= 2245.78
A=35° 35'-50" and
a=17981.95
SI=AV--102.70=1043.47-102.70=940.77
R2=31252.30
log a=4.254837
sini= 862.36
log b=4.407568
Following the regular line of calculations as
30389.94 log tan Ai=9.847269
outlined in above mentioned Section 165, we
vers
(R2
Ai=
-R1)
4829.50 .•.
would obtain
.•.
b=25560.44
A2 -=1°-40'-58" and S2=1736.24
log a=4.254837
JV=1687.32
log sin Ac=9.759959
.•. Distance of P.T. east of J- 48.92
log c=4.494878
c=31252.02
28. TO CALCULATE THROWS-COMPOUND
R2=31252.30
Throw=
CURVE, GENERAL CASE.
0.28 out from centre.
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30. CALCULATION OF THROWS: SPIRALLED
CURVE—GENERAL CASE.
Note: Crandall Transition Curve.

Let P be any traverse point.
Op'=R+F—I sinp=b
Pp'= cosp—(d+ x')—a
a
tan Ap---b

a
OP=c= .
sin A p
.•. R—c=throw (radially)
Note: If traverse point A falls between the
vertex of the curve and the P.T.C. its sign will
be minus.
c, throw will be out from the center.
If R
If R < c, throw will be in toward center.
Figure VIII.
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WOOD PRESERVING.
By J. J. KESSLER,'97,
FTER timber has been cut and put into use,
its life is determined by its environment.
Every one is familiar with the fact that in some
instances timber has been in use for many generations without showing any sign of decay, and
that in other cases, timber of as equally good
origin has lasted but a short time.
Decay is most frequently caused by the lower
forms of plant and animal life.
The chemical constituents of the wood are attacked by these organisms, fungi and bacteria,
changing their chemical nature. Part of the resulting compounds are absorbed as food, and
there is left behind a substance of no mechanical
strength and perfectly useless. The parasites
which destroy the wood in this way thrive best
where the timber is exposed to both moisture
and air. This is readily noticed in the case of
fence and telephone poles, and in piles, where
decay starts at the point where the poles leave
the ground or the piles the water. Timber that
has not been seasoned succumbs most readily to
decay, favoring as it does the existence of its destructive enemies on account of the moisture
present.
Timber that is immersed wholly in pure water
will not decay owing to the lack of oxygen necessary for the life and propagation of these bacteria
and fungi.
Wood preservatives are substances which prevent decay, either by the exclusion of moisture,
or by preventing the growth of micro-organisms.

A

In order to absolutely exclude moisture, wood
must be impregnated, or rather filled with waterinsoluble substances. All liquids and gases must
first be removed and the space occupied by them
filled with the preservative compound. It is impossible to accomplish this by simply dipping the
pieces to be tested. A decrease of pressure is
required, together with higher temperatures, to
expel all moisture and much of the air. Then
when the wood is immersed in the impregnating
compound, pressure must be applied in order to
force it through the pores and fill them up.
The preservative compound must be fluid
enough to pass through these pores, but not so
fluid that it will run out again under service conditions. Such treatment, of course, requires considerable apparatus—a pressure and vacuum
pump, closed treating tanks, and steam coils.
When completely filled up with a correct waterproof substance, correct with respect to its physical properties, wood may be said to be properly
preserved. It will never rot as long as it remains
filled up. It may wear out mechanically, but
not chemically,
By the use of the second class of wood preserving
compounds, each cell must be sterilized. It need
not be filled up with a solid in order to accomplish this. A small amount of substance will
do, and water need not be excluded. The sterilizer must be in a liquid condition as it enters the
wood. If inorganic salts, such as copper sulphate
or zinc chloride are used they are first dissolved
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in water. Organic antiseptic substances, such as
phenol (carbolic acid), napthalene, etc., may be
in the tar oils in which they are present.
One would imagine that any substance dissolved in water could not be as effective as an oil
solution, because first, of the tendency of the
water-soluble compound to be washed or dissolved out again ; and second, the presence
of the oil would help to fill up the pores, exclude
moisture, and tend to keep the preservative dissolved in it in place. The advantage of this second method of preservation has been fairly
proven in practice.
The German Postal Telegraph department has
recently published statistics collected during a
period of fifty-two years on the life of poles impregnated with different preservative substances.
The number of poles under observation were
nearly 3,000,000, and the following results were
obtained:
Poles Impregnated with

Copper Sulphate,
Mercuric Chloride (Corrosive Sublimate), .
Heavy Tar Oil,
Unimpregnated,

Life

11 7 years
. 13.7 "
20.6 "
77 "

In order to get the best results, of courst , the
treatment must be thorough. What constitutes
thorough treatment can only be found after considerable experience.
As an example of the improvement effected in
copper sulphate treatment, in 1883 the average
life of the German poles cited above, were 9.4
years, while in 1903 the method of treatment had
been improved so that an average life of 13.3
years was obtained.
Although the method of partially filling up
wood with antiseptic substances is not as effective
as completely filling it up with absolutely waterproof substances, for practical and economic reasons the antiseptic treatment is the only one used
on a commercial scale.
The whole problem hinges on the cost of the
wood.

A French engineer considers it very profitable
to spend from fifty to eighty cents on a tie costing from $1.00 to $1.40 when he can increase
its life from seven to thirty years. He spends
more money than his German confrere who can
figure in wood more cheaply.
Zinc chloride has given good results on some
railway lines in Germany, even if it does leach
out in time. Copper sulphate has done well,
too.
It is worthy of comment that poles and ties in
Europe are almost universally treated with some
preserving compound. The increasing need of it
is being felt here at home. Wood is increasing
in value. The railroads in this country renew
110,000,000 ties every year. The Bell Telephone
Company has 8,000,000 poles in use, varying
from 20 to 90 feet in length.
Our forest reserves are disappearing rapidly.
They are no longer so vast that they can be
called inexhaustable. Their amount is almost a
matter of caculation. Forestry engineers have
already been called into existence. It is their
problem to establish methods of cutting timber
along lines which will insure a regular supply.
They will be expected also to establish new centers of supply by caring for and planting denuded
or treeless areas. They will be expelled also to
study the problem of increasing the length of service of the material at hand.
It will pay telephone engineers to begin to add
something to the first cost of their poles and ties
in order to increase their period of usefulness. It
will not pay at the start to do this too thoroughly,
but as wood increases in value, the cost of the
preservative treatment may be economically in
as well.
Perfect impregnation would be an unnecessary
expense at the present time. Partial impregnation, either by dipping or by brushing will add
the proper increment to first cost and to life.

THE
R. P.1. LOAN FUND.

At the last meeting of the Alumni Association
it was decided that the Association should raise
a fund which would be available to loan to deserving undergraduates, in order to enable them
to complete their course at the Institute. A committee composed of Mr. Brownell, '86, Mr. McCormick, '91, and the Secretary and Treasurer
of the Association, was appointed to take steps
necessary to raise such fund. This committee is
to administer such fund for the first year, and
thereafter the fund is to be administered by such
means as may be determined upon by the Association. At the present time there is no statute
in Indiana which permits the satisfactory incorporation of the movement, but arrangements will
undoubtedly be made for the proper crystalization of the scheme. Loans from the fund are to
be made only to students of at least one year's
standing who are recommended by the faculty,
and all such loans are to be at the rate of 6 per
cent, per annum.
On January 19th the committee sent out a circular letter to every alumnus, calling attention to
the scheme and asking subscriptions either as a
donation to the fund or "subject to recall upon
one year's notice after January 1, 1910." The
first response came on the 20th from Stanton,
'94, and subscriptions have been coming in quite
steadily since that time. Up to the present the
subscriptions have been as follows:
H. S. Hart, '93,
C. C. Rose, '93,
H. G. Brownell, '86,
H. Chapman,'88,
A. M. Hood, '93,
H. C. Schwable, '99,
J. S. Brosius, '03,... ..
Arthur Rice, '93,
H. M. Stanton, '94,
M. R. Reed, '05,
H. W. Wischmeyer, '06,
A. V. H. Mory,'94,
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$100.00
50.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00

$320.00
$130.00 of this amount has been paid in cash
and most of the other subscriptions are payable
on demand. Mr. Stanton's subscription is con-

ditioned upon a total subscription of not less than
$1,000.
This is probably one of the most important
works ever undertaken by the Association and
every Alumnus ought to take pride in doing
what he can to help worthy young men to complete a course at old Rose. Besides those who
have subscribed, letters have been received from
a number asking for further information and indicating their intention to subscribe liberally. I
want to urge, therefore, that those who have not
sent in their subscriptions, should hunt up the
subscription blank which was sent them, fill out
and send it in. If any one has thoughtlessly
thrown aside a subscription blank, I shall be
very glad to send them another.
Yours very truly,
ARTHUR M. HOOD,
Secretary and Treasurer.

ALUMNI NOTES.
Through A. M. Hood, '93, this department of
THE TECHNIC has just learned the sad news of
the death of Oscar Rauchfuss of the class of
1888. Mr. Rauchfuss died at his home in New
Orleans of typhoid fever after a very short illness.
Martin N. Troll,'01, has given up his position
with the National Malleable Castings Co. of Chicago, to go to Syracuse, N. Y.
C. A. Howell, '99, is Superintendent of the
Repair and Testing Departments of the Edison
Electric Co. of Los Angeles, Cal.
F. C. Brachmann, '98, who sustained an injury while at Schenectady, N. Y., several years
ago, has almost wholly recovered from his long
illness. He is still at his home in Cincinnati.
W. G. Am,'97, is with the Missouri Pacific
Ry., with headquarters at St. Louis.
J. J. Kessler, Jr., '97, has been elected a member of the Council of the St. Louis Chemical Society.
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MODERN TELEPHONE LINE CONSTRUCTION.
BY A R OSE STUDENT.
ERH APS nothing is more is more important
in the successful operation of a modern telephone system as the line work, both aerial and
underground. It might be of interest to many
of us to know something of the line constructions
the most up-to-date companies now employ.
Experience has taught that it is not economical
to have too many wires strung in a city, first 1 ecause it causes trouble such as "shorting" and
"crossing"the lines, and second the weight cannot safely be carried by a tall pole. In a city the
wires occasionally have to be placed above shade
trees and in many instances poles are hard to find
that are strong enough to carry ten to fifteen
ten-pin crossarms.
Of late years this difficulty has been overcome
by the use of cable. - An ordinary 45 or 50 foot
pole set in the ground 5 to 7 feet will carry at
least two one-hundred cables and perhaps more.
In every large city the underwriters require that
no wires Or cables are to be strung in the fire districts, therefore I will describe both the aerial
and underground work.
Commencing at the outskirts of a town there
are leads branching from the farthest out points
to a place where they can easily meet, and the pole
at this place is called the junction pole. Ten-pin
crossarms are placed on the poles of these branching leads and the usual intention is to have the
poles cross-armed until there are about fifteen
circuits on the lead. It is at the junction pole
that the lines "dead end," as the process is
called, and the cable commences. All of these

P

lines are of number 12 or 10 copper, and the
greater part of the cable number 20. The wires
are "dead ended" on what are called "goosenecks," which are insulators fasted by means of
plaster-of-paris to iron shanks that when bolted
to the crossarm allow the insulator to stand perpendicular. All copper is spliced by means of
copper sleeves and "dead ended" with half
sleeves.
At the beginning of the cable is placed what is
known as a protected can. Rubber covered duplex,
which is fastened to the cable by splicing and
protected by a pot head, is run in on the center
of the can and made up on certain terminals arranged in vertical rows on each side of it. Opposite these are brought in the line wires by means
of "jumpers," and made up on the terminals arranged opposite the cable ends. An enclosed
fuse capable of carrying a current of 254 amps.
at 600 volts connects the line wires with the cable
ends. Some very pretty jobs can be done at the
junction pole by iunning the"jumpers"through
1-inch rings under the crossarm and through
2-inch rings on the pole to the can.
Allowance is always made for future subscribers in these outer districts and the cable starts
where a 25-pair can may be used and not be filled
at first. Let us suppose the cable runs down a
half block and here is a place where two or three
subscribers could join. On a pole nearest these
three places is placed an unprotected can, the
same as the others in construction except that it
contains no fuses. This can cuts into the cable
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directly, and in most cases the ones placed in the where the wires can be run into the house
middle of a block are bridged or cut in multiple through the basement. It is the usual custom to
with some of the pairs of the can first put up. use "braided pair" to connect to the unprotected
These "midway" cans usually contain from cans, and if bare copper should be used two line
five to ten pairs. The object in using the mul- fuses are seriesed in with the circuit before it
tiplied cans is for the purpose of having party reaches the can. If the can is a block or so away
lines. In an exchange where there are no party the braided pair is strung in much the same way
braided wire is, and lightning has never been
lines the multiplied ones are not needed.
Now come to the end ot a block, and if there known to cause any great trouble to the cable.
Underground cable is layed in vitrified ducts
are but few or no houses along the line, it may
be two or three blocks before the next can is or conduits, each of which contains two, four or
reached. This can will be unprotected, perhaps six sections, and these ducts are laid in a bed
with a capacity of ten to twenty pairs; it will of concrete and gravel. Each underground lead,
have at least three-fourths of the pairs cut in at the middle of a street, connects with a manstraight to the office, while the remainder may be hole, and here the different splices are made. It
multipled with some of the pre-:.eding ones. It may happen that many leads branch into one
all depends on whether the constructing engineer manhole. In most cases only two-hundred pair
thinks there will be more independent than party cables are pulled into the circuits, as they are
lines in this district. A complete outline con- considered more economical in the long run than
taining the number of the cable, the can number smaller ones. From the last manhole the cable
and the pairs of each can is kept by the wire- chief is usually run into the office through the baseof each exchange, and when a new subscriber is ment and made up on the distributing rack, and
to be connected up, he knows exactly where to from these cable ends "jutnpers" are run first
through fuses and heat coils, then to the switchsend a pair for it.
carried
board.
cutting
of
in
the
cans
is
process
The
or
The operation of the party line system may not
full
described
until the cable is
out as I have
be
understood by some, so I will try to briefly
the end of the line is reached. When the cable
is full a larger one is spliced on and the process describe the latest system. Only one, two, three
continued. The cable ends at what is called the or four stations can be operated by this method.
"underground pole," where the ends are all The subscriber's number ends with a letter so as
made up in a terminal box and after running to aid the operator, as the ringing devices are so
lettered at the switchboard. There is no ground
through a fuse enter the underground cable.
Now for a description of how the subscribers attachment at the instrument, but the subscribare connected. Wire called "braided pair" ers are rung full metallic. The ringers consist of
consisting of number 14 copper, covered with a two coils together, with a resistance of 1,000
water-proof covering and twisted together is used ohms, and the armature is hung by a strip of
for this purpose. At the pole it is made up on a spring steel so the clapper can only vibrate when
pole bracket, enough wire being left on the end the current is sent through the coils. One subso it can be run into the can and connected to the scriber, say, has a number 421 J, a second 421 L,
proper terminals. At the house the wire ends on .the third 421 R, and the fifth 421 X. The J is a
either knobs, rings or what are called "one 16 cycle ringer, and when its respective current
points'' placed high enough on the house to keep is turned on none of the other three are affected.
the wires out of the way of everything. From The L is a 33, the R a 50 and the X a 66 cycle
this high position the wire is run, if possible, to ringer, but as with the other when anyone is siga lower "one point'' fastened to the lower sill, nalled none of the others will ring. This is the
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cheapest as well as one of the most perfect operating systems yet invented and is rapidly taking
the place of the selective system.
THE SENIOR CELEBRATION.
January 25th marking the end of their recitation work at Rose, the Senior class celebrated the
event by ways which they deemed suitable for
the occasion, but which did not altogether agree
with the Doctor's ideas.
A few minutes before four o'clock the electric
bell gave the signal for a general good time, the
excitement being furnished by volleys from horsepistols and a battery of Gatling guns which were
in evidence, music for the occasion consisting of
selections from Lohengrin being furnished by an
efficient (?) orchestra composed of tin horns,
cow-bells and drums.
It was only after several minutes of earnest solicitation on the part of the Doctor that the boys
agreed that they had come up to their highest
ideals in the way of making a noise. Then
"Nine rails for Doc" were given, followed by
the class yell, when the boys resumed their stations as Seniors, feeling that they had celebrated
in a way befitting their enviable record at "Old
Rose."
A general assembly was held on January 19th,
the chief business being the awarding of Rs to
members of the athietic teams. The following
gentlemen received the decoration :
Baseball : Baylor, '07; Douthett,'08; Miner
'07; Heidenger, '08; B. Shickel, '07; Freuden:
reich, '06; Frisz, '09; Piggott,'09, and Mooney,
'09. Reserve Rs were awarded to Beauchamp,
'08, and Montgomery, '09.
Track: Turk, '07; C. Wischmeyer, '06;
Smith, '09; Willien, '06, and A. Lee, '06. Reserve Rs were given to Darst '07; Ryan, '06,
and Holden, '09.
Football : Pritchard, '09; Douthett, '08;
McDaniel, '07; Wickliffe, '07; Schmidt, '08;
Lammers,'08; Backman,'10; Hadley,'10; Taylor,'07; Scharpenberg,'07; Standau,'10; Whitlock,'10; Strecker, '07. Smith,'09, and McCormick, '08, received reserve Rs.

Dr. Mees introduced Mr. Harry A. Schwartz,
'01, who briefly addressed the assembly in regard
to the interest of the alumni in our athletic contests.
The meeting was then turned over to the students, with H. M. Shickel in the chair. Mr.
Shickel spoke at some length of the need of organized rooting at athletic contests, referring to
the methods in vogue at Purdue as good examples. At his suggestion officers were elected for
a Rooters' Club for the remainder of the year, the
following persons being chosen :
President—H. M. Shickel.
Secretary-Treasurer—A. D. Schofield.
Yell Master—C. H. Sievers.
Yell Master Sievers announced that he would
like some more good yells, and invited authors of
such to submit their compositions.
Captain Mooney, of the baseball team, spoke
on the necessity of organization among the yellers.
The meeting broke up after nine rahs for Mr.
Schwartz, "the best rooter Rose ever had" were
given with a will.
Mr. Snow,of the Sturtevant Heating and Ventilating Co., of Boston, Mass., addressed the students of Rose at a general assembly on the forenoon of Monday, Jan. 28th.
Mr. &low spoke interestingly of the construction of the buildings and the installation of the
equipment for the new plant of the Sturtevant
Co., which is located at Hyde Park, Boston.
The factors which had to be considered in making the plans, such as shipping facilities, labor,
housing for labor, character of land, water, etc.,
were spoken of, and the influence of each upon
the finally adopted plan was explained.
Professors Johonnott and Williams presiding
at the lantern, some seventy views, taken in and
about the plant, were thrown on the screen, Mr.
Snow explaining each. They gave a very good
idea of the extent of the company's operations
and of the importance of the heating and ventilating business. The lecture was concluded by a
general invitation to visit the plant when any of
tho auditors should happen to be in Boston.
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The meeting was then turned over to the students, and H. M. Shickel, as President of the
Students' Council, presented the following report
of a committee of the council to the student body
for the ratification or otherwise :
To the Students' Council of the Rose Polytechnic Instistitute :
We, the committee appointed by your honorable body
to formulate some method which shall minimize the prac
tice of cheating in examinations, respectfully submit the
following plan of action:
1st. That the Presidents of each class be appointed as
chairmen .empowered to appoint secret committees in
their respective classes, subject to the ratification of the
Students' Council; which committee shall be authorized
to report to their chairmen any act of cheating in examinations which shall be brought to their immediate attention. The number of men on these committees shall be
as follows : In the Senior and Junior classes, three ; in
the Sophomore and Freshmen classes, four.
2nd. Any person detected in cheating shall be notified
by the chairman of the committee, of such fact, and
warned not to continue the practice. If any man so
warned shall be caught in a repetition of the offense, the
fact shall be reported to the Students' Council, whose
duty it shall be to investigate the evidence, and if the
evidence warrants it, report the facts to the President of
the Institute, with recommendations as to the action to
be taken.
(Signed)
F. H. CASH, JR.
CARL B. ANDREWS.
A. A. BARFXTHER.
R. L. SMITH.
Committee.

A motion to accept the report was made and
carried by a rising vote without discussion, followed by a motion to adjourn, which the assembly did not wait to discuss.

Some one in a group of college men recently
very wisely remarked ; "The man who has
been four years at college and cannot look into
the faces of some true men and say,'Thou art my
friend,' has lost one of the great benefits of his
college course." The one responsibility that a
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man cannot evade in this life is his personal influence—whether for good or for evil.
There are two kinds of influence that every
man, consciously or unconsciously, must exert;
the one by outward audible expression, and the
other, usually unconscious, by silent, invisible
radiation. This latter quality of character building is the phase of every man's life that he should
seek to earnestly cultivate if he wishes to be a
power in himself and in the lives of those about
him. Every man has an atmosphere which is
affecting every other man about him. The silent
subtle radiation of one's personality, the effect of
his words and acts is often more tremendous than
he calculates.
Into the hands of every individual, through
the influence of his life, is given a marvelous
power for good or for evil. This is simply a
constant radiation of what a man is, not what he
pretends to be. "There are but three steps from
earth to heaven, or if you will, from earth to
hell ; acts, habits, character," or as some one
else has put it, "' The measure of a man's real
character is what he would do if he knew it
would never be found out." Another common
and simpler expression of somewhat of the same
thought is, "Watch a man when he stubs his toe
and judge his character correctly." No man can
long deceive others of his real character, no matter how hard and persistently he pretends. And
this is particularly true of student life. It is an
almost universally admitted truth that there is
not a more critical class of men than students,
and yet there is not a body of men more just and
fair in their criticism.
Too frequently men become discouraged in
trying to maintain such a standard because the
ideal is apparently too high. But by the man who
would attain, the price must be paid. All the
athletic exercise in the world is of no value to the
individual unless he compels the means and apparatus to yield to him in strength and muscle
what he himself pays in time and effort He can
never develop his muscles by sending a proxy
into the gymnasium or out upon the athletic field.
But to the man who thoroughly believes thw
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the greatest treasures that he can acquire act will reveal this inward struggle for the higher
are the friends he makes during his college to obtain pre-eminence. " Whatsoever a man
course, no price should be too great. Men seem sowed] that shall he reap." The third type of
to fall into three distinct types as regards failure men who become discouraged in their search for
to acquire this moral activity and strength. The truth and goodness are those wto seem to have a
first type are those who strive honestly to live distorted idea of the true essence and strength of
the best they can, but become discouraged be- a powerful life. Christianity, for the above
cause they are doing so little good. To such principles of higher living is Christianity true
men this thought should be sufficient : "Trifles and simple, is often mistaken for the misrepreunnoted by us may be links in the chain of some sentation. Such a theory is illegitimate in its
great purpose." The greatest expounder of excuse. The truth and law nevertheless remain.
truth and principle of living once said,"Blessed Things do not happen, but there is fixed law and
are the poor in spirit, for their's is the Kingdom order for everything and the result is certain. If
of Heaven." The second type of men who are a weakness is seen, then it is a direct duty to
easily discouraged belong to that large class of boldly oppose and destroy it.
men who, anxious to obtain influence, are atEvery man, therefore, who wants to exert his
tracted by the ease of obtaining a power for evil influence for goodness and truth must necessarily
influence and thus lose the faculty of seeing the ally himself with the forces which are in hargood. These are the men who usually uncon- mony with their advancement. Emerson says,
sciously, but surely, are paying the price for "Man has too many enemies that he can afford
their influence. No man ever acquired a habit to be his own foe." Man cannot escape for one
but that he was strikingly conscious of its be- moment this radiation of his character, this conginning. The first oath that he used seemed ex- stantly weakening or strengthening of others.
ceptionally loud. The first pipe that he smoked He can, if he will, select the qualities that he will
was not an easy task, but he per.fistently applied permit to be radiated. He can cultivate calmhimself and paid the price. All physical and ness, trust, generosity, truth, justice, loyalty,
natural laws to the contrary, absolute proof of nobility, make them vitally active in his characweakening power do not alarm or divert a man ter—and by these qualities he will constantly affrom his quest of this type of personal influence. fect the world. Some one has said,"Hell is
Every man, no matter how perverted his ideals, truth seen too late."
has this opposite nature in him. Some day some

0. L. Wood, '05, is now in the employ of the
Mexican Central Railway at Aquascalientas,
Mexico.

visited the local manufacturing plants on the following day under the guidance of the local graduates.

On the evening of February 8, at the University Club, Erick Building, Pittsbuvg, the local
graduates of Rose Polytechnic held a dinner, to
which out of town men were invited. The latter

The following Louisville Alumni entertained
the basketball team while on its vacation trip,
two days being spent in Louisville: W. R. Heick,
'05; A. A. Krieger, '03; A. W. Lee, '06.
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HE baseball prospects for Rose this year are
exceedingly bright. While it has been
rumored over the state that Rose will be a dangerous rival to any college which claims the state
championship, we do not claim such honors until
we have shown that we can outplay any team in
he state.
The 1907 team, from the present prospects,
will be one of the fastest teams that ever represented Rose on the diamond. The weak places
seem to be well fortified by young candidates.
These are Messrs. Backman, Hadley, Stratton
and Abbett. All these men seem to be well up
on baseball. Of course, they lack what every
new candidate does, ability to figure out a play
before they make it. All ball players are compelled to learn this, and it comes only by time
and patience. However, a great deal of the difficulty is overcome by signals, which once learned,
produce almost perfect team work.
There is only one position on the team which
is really weak, and that is the catching department, but even that position may be improved
this year. Last year the infield was very slow in
handling bunts and all slowly hit balls. To
remedy this, special practice in picking up bunts
and throwing to the bases while still on the run
is being practiced in the gym. This will enable
a man to throw accurately to first base without
first having to stop.
In the pitching department we are strongest,
having four good, reliable pitchers in Douthett,
Schmidt, Backman and Frisz. Of course, everyone knows Douthett. Schmidt, who was handicapped with a very sore arm last year, expects to
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be in fine condition this season. Backman, the
Freshman candidate for pitch and outfield, seems
to be a second Douthett in speed and ought to
develop into a star pitcher. Frisz will be all
right when he learns to keep his big feet from
getting tangled up. Abbat and Hadley, candidates for first base, will surely have to go some
to beat each other, as both are very fast men.
Stratton, candidate for short, shows that he has
had a long acquaintance with the horse-hide. He
is a fast, snappy player. All the old members of
the team are showing up vell, but they will have
to hurry to beat some of the new men.

ROSE, 43; DE PAUW, 24.
HE second baskeball game of the season and
the first away from home was won from
DePauw at Greencastle, January 14. The game
was fast from start to finish, and despite the
small floor was comparatively clean.
From the jump off Rose was never pushed for
scores, and the outcome was not in doubt after
the first few minutes of play.
For Rose, Trueblood was easily the star, both
for team work and individual score. Fairfield,
center for D. P. U:, played a good game; Pruitt
led in individual scoring.
Schmidt, during a scrimmage, hurt a knee,
which has kept him from the game so far.
Line up and summary :

T

ROSE

Webster,
B. Shickel,
Trueblood,
Lindeman,
Schmidt, H. Shickel, .

DE PAUW

Forward,
Forward,
Center,
Guard,
. Guard,

Ell, Sheets
Pruitt
Fairfield
Grady
McKee
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Field Goals—Trueblood, 7; Lindeman, 5; Webster, 5;
B Shickel, 1; Schmidt. 1; Pruitt, 5; Ell, 2; Fairfield, 3;
McKee, 1.
Foul Goals—B. Shickel, 5; McKee, '2.
Fouls—Rose, 5; D. P U., 9.
Final Score—Rose, 43; DePauw, 24.
Referee—McCormick.

PURDUE,41; ROSE, 18.
The DePauw game, followed by the Purdue
game the next night, proved an unfortunate arrangement. Everybody was without ginger
enough to put up a good game of ball. Schmidt
had been playing guard all season and his being
knocked out, thereby necessitating the substitution of a new man, helped weaken the team. The
game was played in the Coliseum and the floor,
though much larger than what Rose had been
accustomed to, did not handicap us to any extent.
The first half was anybody's, and the score at
the end of twenty minutes stood 17 to 12 in favor
of Purdue.
In the second half, however, Rose lost; after
watching the Boilermakers make 24 more points,
time was called, leaving the score 41 to 18.
Line up and summary:
PURDUE

Sartor,
Lewis,
Collins,
Holdson,
DeBoos,

ROSE

Forward,
Forward,
Center,
Guard,
Guard,

Webster
Shickel
Trueblood
Lindeman
Hadley

Field Goals—Sartor, 4; Lewis, 4; Collins, 2; Holdson
3; DeBoos, 4; Webster, 2; Shickel, 3; Trueblood, 1;
Lindeman, 1.
Foul Goals—Holdson, 7; Shickel. 4.
Referee—McCormick.

ROSE, 31; EARLHAM, 17.
On January 18, three days after the Purdue
game, Rose met and defeated Earlham at Richmond by a score of 31 to 17.
The game was played in the Coliseum, and
with out of bounds on four sides, the game
wasn't as speedy as it might have been, and the
first half of fifteen minutes duration was not
characteristic of any brilliant playing by either

team. The score at the end of the first half was
9 to 4 in our favor.
The second half was a twenty minute period,
and play was a little faster. Earlham changed
her line-up, substituting Wilson for Mote at forward and Kerlin took the other forward, Chambers, going to center, but the change was productive of no good.
Birch was probably Earlham's star for allround work. For Rose, Lindeman and Trueblood
were busy all the time. Webster played a good
game at forward, as did Hadley at guard.
ROSE

Webster,
Shickel,
Trueblood,
Hadley
Lindeman,

EARLHAM

Forward,
Mote, Wilson
Forward, . . . Chambers, Kerlin
Center, . . . . Genn, Chambers
Cuard,
Birch
Guard,
Hotchkiss

Field Goals—Webster, 3; Shickel, 4; Trueblood, 1;
Lindeman, 3; Mote, 1; Hotchkiss, 2; Kerlin, 3.
Foul Goals—Lindeman, 9; Kerlin, 3; Wilson 1.
Fouls—Rose, 17; Earlham, 17.
1 point a4warded Earlhatn.
Referee and Umpire—lst half, Hunt and Kisner; 2nd
half, Kisner and Hunt.
Time of Halves-15 and 20 minutes.

ROSE, 29; MIAMI U., 19.
Not until the game had started did the Rose Poly
team know just what they were pitted against.
Miami was almost unknown in Western Indiana,
but upon learning that they claimed the championship of Ohio, things seemed a bit uncertain.
The gymnasium is 100' long and of this length
the basketball field uses about 96' and the width
of the playing space is barely narrow enough to
bring down the area to the limit of 3,500 square
feet, as prescribed by the A. A. V. rules.
The first half lasted about 15 minutes and
with about three minutes intermission the second
half was to be called at 8:15 to allow Rose to
catch a train, making the second period of about
five minutes duration. The crowd, however,
insisted'' that the game go on, and after learning that the train was late, some ten or twelve
minutes was added to the half, but still we were
ahead.
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During the game a rainstorm struck Oxford, using short passes pretty much as they pleased,
and it seemed to the team that the major part of but their work only netted them nine points.
the flood came in through the roof and the wet Rose, though making 19 points, played slow.
floor made speed impossible, to say nothing of
The second half, though a little one-sided, was
the hard falls suffered by both teams.
by far the more interesting. Both teams woke
In the first half Rose outplayed Miami and made up and developed a little team work. Curry went
19 points while they made 8, but during the sec- in in place of Hadley in this half and worked well
ond half they made 11 to our ten points, the total for his tryout. The team work honors which
score being '29 to 19 in our favor.
contributed to the score should be shared by all
Schweichwert did the heavy work for Miami, six. For Hanover, Simms put up a good game
making the majority of the points for his team, at guard.
while for Rose, Lindeman, Trueblood and WebLine-up and summary:
ster shared the honors.
ROSE (49)
HANOVER (19)
ROSE

Webster,
Shickel,
Trueblood,
Lindeman,
Hadley,

MIAMI UN.

Emerson
Forward,
Britton
Forward,
Schweichwert
Center,
Guard, . . . . Gamble, McCrory
Bantel
Guard,

Field Goals—Webster 5; Trueblood, 4: Lindeman, 4;
Foul Goals—Lindeman, 2; Shickel, 1; Schweichwert, 3.
Referee—Kisner, of Terre Haute.
Umpire—Stone, of Miami

WABASH, 56; ROSE, 12.
When the game was over on January 26, everybody said that there was something wrong, but
nobody seemed able to account for the score. At
no time did Rose have anything like a show for the
lead and time only prevented the score from going up higher than it did.
WABASH

ROSE

Webster
Diddle, Glasscox, . • . Forward,
Shickel
Freeman, Miller, . • . Forward,
Trueblood
Center,
Sprow,
Hadley
Wicks,
Guard,
Lindeman
Gipe,
Guard,
Final Score-56 to 12 in favor of Wabash.
Field Goals—Diddle, 2; Freeman, 7; Sprow, 7; Wicks,
8; Webster, 1; Trueblood 1.
Foul Goals—Wicks, 8; Lindeman, 8.
Fouls—Wabash, 16; Rose, 15.
Referee—McCormick.

ROSE, 41; HANOVER, 19.
Rose played her second at-home game Saturday, February 2, and won from Hanover College
by a score of 49 to 19.
The game for the first five minutes was slow
and what little speed was displayed in this half
was by Hanover. During this half Hanover was

Webster,
Forward,
B. Shickel,
Forward,
Trueblood
Center,
Lindeman,
Guard,
Hadley, W. Curry, . . Guard,

Lowden
Campbell
. Nowlin
Fisher
Simms

Field Goals—Webster, 3; Shickel, 10; Trueblood, 5;
Lindeman, 5; Curry 1; Lowden, 2; Campbell, 1; Fisher,
2; Simms. 3.
Foul Goals —Lindeman, 1; Lowden, 3.
Fouls—Rose, 11; Hanover, 6.
Referee—Kisner.
Umpire—Flannagan.
Attendance-350.

ROSE, 50; UNIVERSITY SCHOOL, 18.
The Rose team left Terre Haute at noon, Febnary 4„ for a series of three games, the first of
which was with the University School at Louisville.
The game was an easy one for Rose, as shown
by the score, but nevertheless there was some
good teamwork and speed, for when the players
were not running they were sliding—the gymnasium was also used for dancing. Hall was the
point winner for his team, making 14 of the 18
points. Everybody got into the game for Rose.
Curry and Hadley each played a half.
ROSE.

U. S.

Webster,
Forward,
Hall
Shickel,
Forward,
Arthur
Trueblood,
Center,
Seelbach
Lindeman,
Guard,
Harding
Hadley, Curry,
. Guard,
Beville
Field Goals—Webster, 5; Shickel, 5; Trueblood, 6;
Lindeman, 6; Seelbach, 1; Harding, 1; Hall, 1.
Foul Goals—Shickel, 3; Lindeman, 2, Hall, 12.
Fouls—Rose, 23; U. S., 12.
Refereee—Webster; Attridge.
Umpire—Attridge; Webster.
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ROSE, 36; NEW ALBANY Y.M.C. A., 29.
The second game of the trip was with New
Albany Y. M. C. A., and but for foul goals the
game would have been very one-sided, N. A. Y.
M. C. A. making only three field goals.
New Albany was determined to get even for
last year. when Rose defeated them on the same
floor, and the game was hard fought from the
start and the many foul goals encouraged N. A.,
and encouraged also by a Mr. Jamison, they kept
up their fight until time was called. For Rose,
Lindeman was the star, making more field goals
and fouls than anyone else on the floor, and besides that having time for team work. Trueblood
and Webster also made several very pretty goals.
For Y. M. C. A., Lehman was the whole thing,
making 27 of the 29 points scored by New Albany.
N. A. Y. M. C. A.

ROSE

Webster,
Shickel.
Trueblood,
Hadley,.. ..
Lindeman,

Forward,
Forward,
Center,
. Guard,
Guard,

Lehman
Scott
Bogerding
Harding
Jones

men instead of the ball and time was taken out
several times for Sanders and Cook. After playing six men for forty minutes, Rose welcomed
the timer's whistle, though the score was 30 to
20 against us
Trueblood was effective in breaking up Indiana's team work, and Hadley for Rose played a
good game at guard. Martin, for Indiana, made
the most of the points for his team.
I. U.

ROSE

Webster
Thomson,
Forward,
Shickel
Forward,
Cook, McCoy,
Trueblood
Center,
Martin,
Lindeman
Guard,
Quinn,
Hadley
Sanders, Bossert, . . . . Guard,
Field Goals—Thomson, 1; Cook, 2; Martin, 5; McCoy,
2; Shickel, 2; Webster. 3; Trueblood, 1; Lindeman, 2.
Foul Goals—Cook, 7; McCoy, 1; Shickel, 2; Lindeman, 1.
Points Awarded—Indiana, 2; Rose, 1.
Fouls—Indiana, 10; Rose, 14.
Referee—McCormick.
Umpire—Pritchard, Indianapolis Y. M C. A.

The trip including Louisville and Bloomington, was the last to be made by the basketball
Field Goals—Webster, 4; Trueblood, 5; Lindeman, 6; team this season, and it is one that will not soon
Lehman, 3; Scott, 1.
be forgotten.
Foul Goals—Shickel, 4; Lindeman, 2; Lehman, 21.
Heick,'05; Lee,'06; Krieger,'03, and Miner,
Fouls—Rose, 32; N. A. Y. M. C. A, 12.
looked after the welfare of the team while in
'07,
Referee—Attridge, of Louisville.
Louisville, and among some of the things enjoyed
Umpire— Jamison, of Jeffersonville.
was a visit to the new filtration plant of the
INDIANA, 30; ROSE,20.
Louisville Water Works Co.
After the game at Bloomington, the team was
After a hard trip from Louisville up to Bloomington, the team was pretty well tired out and royally entertained by the Delta Gamma Sorority
and this was one of the most pleasant features of
the playing was indicative of lack of ginger.
Indiana made most of their points right at the the trip.
The basketball team, through the columns of
start of the game and by the time Rose roused
herself, the lead was too great to overcome. The THE TECHNIC, express their thanks to their
score for the first half was 17-9 in favor of I. U., hosts and hostesses of the three days out of Terre
Haute, and it certainly is regretted that the seaand the second 12-11 in favor of I. U.
The game was allowed to grow rough, and In- son cannot be extended to include another such
diana, in the latter part of the game, played their trip.
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RIEN4r11
Webster,'10, has been initiated into the A. T.
0. fraternity.
Wanted: A glass hammer and a wooden anvil for Standau to crack his jokes on.
Bogran, '08:—"This Senior celebration reminds me of our revolutions down in Honduras."
Grammar, '09, (translating "Und du bist auch
im Bunde"):—"You also was in the bunch."
Strouse '10, has been initiated into the V. Q.
V. fraternity.
Stock, '08: —"Uhl says he's going to get B in
Graphics. I hope I get stung with a B in that
subject."
Waggie: —"Now our newest machine in the
shop is—"
Class:—"Ho! Ho!"
A sensible subject for a Senior Thesis:—The
design for a new gallery entrance to "The
Grand."
Geography. Teacher:—"Now, Bobby, where
is St. Paul?"
Bobby--"In heaven, I think "—Ex.
Ottiwell Wood (scratching his head during one
of the exams):—"By jove, I believe I've got
one."
R. L. Smith,'09,(in chemical lab, to his desk
companion):—"Are these notes of any value to
you, or are they some that Dr. White gave you?"

"Of all green words
Of tongue or pen,
The greenest are these:
Nineteen and Ten."
—Ex.

Shaw, '10, has been initiated into the Phi
Tappa Kegga.
Bennett (translating Ein Glass Grog zu Innken):—"To drink a glass of grog. I don't know
what grog is; what is it, Mr. Frisz?"
Dr. White:—"Yes, they had quite a menagerie at the Junior banquet—a horse, a few goats
and a lot of jackasses."
Orth,'08, (in the hall after the Senior jubilation):—"Somebody told me they shot the paper
off the wall; I don't see any of it around here
now."
Dugan,'09 (on being asked if "Mac" gave a
hard exam.): "It would have been for any one
who did not know anything about it."
The following have been initiated into the
Sigma Nu fraternity: Watts, Loeb, Tracewell,
Hickman, Howey, Herman and Francis Knopf,
all of the 1910 class.
The Associate Glee Club rendered an entertaining program at the Trinity Methodist Church
on the evening of February 5th.
Doctor White: "Sodium hydrate will disintegrate ordinary paper."
Frisz, '09:—"Wonder if it will dis-integrate
our calculus?"
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He failed in German, flunked in chem.;
They heard him softly hiss:
"I'd like to find the man who said
That ignorance is bliss."
—Ex.

Thompson,'10:—The chalk dust on that globe
is like snow on the north pole."
"Mac"—"Yes, you would think of the glacial
period if it wasn't for the brightness of the sun."
White,'09, (as Mac gets stumped on a calculus
problem):--"Just wait, Prosessor, and I will run
down and get Hath—he can work those in less
than no time."
Brennan, '09, (relating an escapade of his
youthful days):—"When that fellow started to
lick me I ran, and I tell you I wished I lived
several blocks nearer home."
SEEN ON THE BULLETIN BOARD.

Lost: Of keys, a bunch.
'Tis a lie, I am not beautiful, only handsome.—
Chas. A. White, '09.
Will some one please send directions for knitC. L. M.
ting a baby's veil?
Vinegar-faced old woman (smelling Pat's
strong pipe):—"If you were my husband, I'd
give you poison."
Pat:—"Yes, begorra, and if I was yer boosband, I'd take it."—Ex.
"Jackie says that the only practical value of
Descriptive is that it enables you to see things.
We know of something else that has the same
effect, only we don't get two credits for taking
it.
"Oh, dear! Just think what we'd be missing,"
Cried he, if that delighted
Fellow who invented kissing
Had had it copyrighted.

Stephens,'09,(explaining to the Civils how the
baseball diamond will be when it is re-graded):--"It's going to be down hill from Home to First,

and from First to Second to Third, and Third to
Home, so it will be down hill all the way
'round."
Prof. Hathaway's enthusiasm for baseball at
times gets the best of him. Recently during a
lecture on "The Calculus" he was discussing the
action of a ball curving in the air, a few moments
later he "let a man walk," and from an equation
thus formed he "struck out" several quantities.
The relative athletic standing of the seven Indiana colleges is shown by the following table,
as corrected from the Purdue Exponent:
Wabash,
Indiana,
Purdue,
Notre Dame,
Rose Poly,
Earlham,
DePanw,

Basket
Ball

Base
Ball

Track

Foot
Ball

1
84
2
7
34
6
5

2
4%
3
1
43/

4
1
2
5
3

2
1
4
3
6

9
10
11
16
17

7

6

5

24

6

7

7

26

Total

Wednesday no.ln, January 23, the Junior
Chemists gave an informal dinner in the lecture
room of the chemical laboratory to Dr. and Mrs.
White, Mr. Homberger and the Senior Chemists.
It has been the custom for a number of years
for the chemists, as soon as they have completed
their work in qualitative analysis, to give some
kind of entertainment to the chemists in the upper classes and the professors of that department.
The affair this year was one of the most delightful ever held, and the Juniors showed themselves
to be royal entertainers.
BEFORE.

There are meters of accent,
And meters of tone;
But the best kind of meter,
Is to "meet her" alone.
AFTER.

There are letters of accent
And letters of tone;
But the best kind of letter,
Is to "let her" alone.
—Ex.
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ELEVATORS.
The importance of good elevator equipment
and operation, and the faulty and dangerous
methods now employed in elevator installation,
are described in an interesting article by R. P.
Bolton in the Engineering Magazine for February.
The number, speed and size of the cars in a
building should .be determined with the utmost
care, and with regard to the height, distance of
rentables are from starting point, and the relation
of the number of cars to the number of superimposed floors. The signal system should be reliable and the cars should be designed so as to give
the operator an unobstructed vision, thus enabling him to stop the cars at the proper point.
Over-running should be avoided, as much time
and power are lost in this way.
The doors should be as light as possible so as
to insure prompt working and to avoid danger to
passengers. In some cases the doors are so heavy
that mechanical appliances must be employed,
which complicates the car and necessitates additional repairs.
The arrangement of operating levers should be
such that the operator may retain his hold on the
lever while he is controlling the door. Foottreads should be non-slipping, and rubber and
metallic ones should be prohibited.
"Many car operators have the habit of neglecting to use their control levers at the end of
the runs, depending upon automatics at top and
bottom. The practice is a growing one, and is
fraught with danger, especially on the downruns, and to plunger machines on the up-runs.
Operators have been observed frequently to start
an express car down and then entirely let go of
the control lever. The best automatic cut-off device is subject to possible disarrangement by the
sliding of stops, jumping of rope, or other mishap, and operators should be disciplined into the
proper use of the control at both end landings."
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HIGH-PRESSURE MAINS.
"The break in the high-pressure mains in
Philadelphia for special fire protection service,
which happened recently, need not cause any apprehension concerning the reliability of highpressure piping. The conditions leading to the
accident were unusual and should be stated in
order that the wide-spread report of the accident
may not lead to delay in the construction of such
systems in other cities where they are proposed.
The pipe that broke was an 8-inch connection
made of curved pipe in order to avoid existing
obstacles in the street. During the last three
years the pipe had been subjected repeatedly to
300-pound pressure without any indication of
failure. Within the last two months the construction of a railway subway along Market street
made it necessary to excavate to a depth of 25
feet along all of the high-pressure lines in that
street. The pipes were slung from the timbering
and braced to prevent vibration. While this
particular connection was still without complete
bracing the main was put under pressure and the
unbalanced side thrust against the curved pipe
broke off a flange. The accident did not put the
system out of commssion, for after manipulating
the gates at the end of the broken section, the
latter was cut out and the fire pressure again resumed. The Philadelphia high-pressure works
have long been regardel as a model installation,
and it is accordingly gratifying to know that the
late accident was not due to any defect in design,
material or construction."—Engineering Record.

AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS.
"The Baltimore & Ohio has recently installed
a number of the top mast direct-connected type
of electric motor signals made by the General
Electric Co. This signal, formerly known as the
Herman signal, was illustrated and described in
the Railroad Gazette, July 1, 1904, but since it
has been taken over by the General Electric Co.
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it has been re-designed and improved in many
respects. The entire mechanism is contained in
a metal box or case at the top of the post and the
signal blade is attached direct to the main shaft
without the interposition of rods or levers; the
relays are mounted in a box at the base of the
post for convenience in inspection and maintenance. The signals on the B. & 0. are of the
three-position type, the downward inclination of
the arm indicating proceed.
The motor, while being of standard design,
embodies some special features. The field coils
are wound with a special, flexible, enamel covered
wire which possesses high insulation resistance
and withstands an abnormal puncture test. The
pole pieces are built of a special grade of laminations. The armature coils are wound in slots in
a laminated core, and after being baked at a high
temperature are subjected to the vacuum insulating process, which thoroughly impregnates the
armature with a compound of high insulating
properties. The commutator is composed of copper bars of uniform hardness, mica insulated.
Brush-holders and brushes are easy of access, the
springs exerting a uniform pressure between the
brushes and the commutator, and an easily removable commutator cover is provided.
The motor tranmits movement to the signal
clutch wheel by a train of gears. The clutch
magnets, when energized, engage a toggle arm
with bosses on the clutch wheel, transmitting the
motion to the signal blade. The lock magnets,
when energized, hold the signal blade in the desired position by gravity. The clutch and lock
coils are wound with enamel covered wire possessing the same characteristics as that used for the
field winding of the motor. A dash-pot is provided for retarding the return motion of the blade
to any desired degree. This dash-pot is filled
with a special grade of Russian Oil, the viscosity
of which is not affected by temperature. The
absence of reciprocating motion in operating the
signal blade and the avoidance of vertical rods,
guides and jaws and all outside connections to
the spectacle casting, is a feature of considerable
advantage, tending toward simplicity and reliability of operation."—Railroad Gazette.

SUPERHEATED STEAM.
"The properties of superheated steam offer
possibilities in steam economy that have led to
the introduction of the superheater in locomotive
practice. The last five years marks the period of
development of the superheater in this country,
and while the theoretical advantages of superheated steam have not yet been fully realized,
the merits of the principle have been demonstrated.
It is generally recognized that the use of superheated steam in locomotives will result in increasing their power and efficiency. The possibilities in the economy of fuel, of increasing the
capacity of the boiler for steam making, in addition to obtaining an increased power from a given
steam pressure have been fully shown. The absence of moisture and reduced condensation, with
the fact that the force of steam increases with
the temperature results in obtaining greater
power from the cylinders. This, in addition to
the greater economy of superheated steam, makes
it possible to continue the use of old locomotives
which would otherwise be out of date.
These advantages have been demonstrated by
experience, but the results have been modified
by a number of weaknesses which have developed
in the application of superheated steam to locomotives. It is found that some difficulty is experienced in lubricating the valves and cylinders,
even though an excess of oil is used. There is
also an increased cost of repairs to valves, valve
gear and pistons, due to defective lubrication.
The large flues that contain the superheating
pipes give some trouble from leaking and stopping up, which have a bad effect on the steaming
power of the engine.
While it must be admitted that these disadvantages exist, there are examples of locomotive
performance which show a remarkable increase in
efficiency by the use of the superheater, without
signs of the weaknesses mentioned. The superheater is yet in the experimental stage and although its theoretical advantages have not yet
been fully realized, there are many indications
that further development will overcome the present weaknesses and render the superheater an
efficient factor in locomotive economy."—Railway Master Mechanic.

